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the cyber security industry is fast paced and constantly changing. the threat landscape is always evolving and so must tools such as rar password unlocker. with each version the team at rar password unlocker have been actively listening to users feedback and
analyzing the threats and techniques that are continuously becoming more sophisticated. rar password unlocker is being updated frequently and regularly reviewed for added security and bugfixes. rar password unlocker is an essential tool for protecting your
digital assets and it is only getting better. rar password unlocker will let you easily crack the password of any rar file. it has a very easy and intuitive user interface. you can unlock a single rar file or multiple rar files at the same time. rar password unlocker is very
small in size, so you can run it on any windows based system. you can crack any password in few seconds. securedesk is a small web application that allows an admin to export an excel file with a password protected secret. the password is stored in a sqlite
database, and i am able to dump the database and get the password. ill then bruteforce that password to get the users password. ill also look at the secrets being exported and how they are stored. excel password unlocker is a freeware application that finds,
decrypts and restores any password from excel 97/2000/xp/2003/2007 documents. you can use it in a roundabout way to crack the password of a powerpoint or word document. therefore, excel password unlocker master it just a matter of time before you will be
able to convert your protected documents into a word or powerpoint document again.
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theres a lot going on in a typical pre-installed box like glibc, but im more interested in the kernel. ill start by checking for root.txt, and deciding that a string comparison is the only way to get it. i showed that it could be achieved via padding oracles, and ill write up
the diff needed to make that happen in the ifconfig. ill take the script installed with the box that can spawn vulnerable services and craft an rfi to grab the password from memory. ill check out the binary in the same way to get a reverse shell. using a test user, ill

fire up authentegrity with a password, and call it from the shell. rhino scans every file in a system, looking for commands that might be used to lock a document. if rhino detects one, it displays a dialog with a list of possible commands that can be executed in order
to remove the protection. using a directory traversal attack, i found the location of cmd.exe, which is used by rhino. i found that it was a pretty straightforward remote shell, and an rce was possible. in the field, i created a session with rhino, using the shell script

option, that used an endless loop to display an alert box with some text. excel password unlocker implements a hi-tech way to restore passwords to excel 97/2000/xp/2003/2007 documents. in particular, the app connects to a special password cryptographic server
and deciphers the given authorization information almost instantly thanks to the computational power of the cloud. while many tools ask you to send the entire document to a server to crack them, excel password unlocker master only needs few kilobytes of data,

which is essential when dealing with large amounts of protected files. the data required to find the password are sent to the server, which then returns a decryption key that is used to remove password protection from the document and restore access to it.
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